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CLASS: II 

SUB: G.K  

Topics- Dress Code, Tools, In the Clinic, Road Signs, We must Follow, 

Making Light, Pick ‘n’ Tick, Gadgets, About My State/UT, Places of 

Worship 

Name: ___________                                                   Class II Sec.  _____ 

Roll no._______                                                            Subject :      G.K 

A) Fill in the blanks by choosing correct answer from the help box.      

water, natural light, notices, digital camera, black, oil  

1. The uniform of a lawyer is___________ in colour. 

2. The light from the sun is called _____________.   

3. We must follow the __________ and requests given at a 

particular place. 

4. _______________ is used to capture pictures. 

5. ______________flows faster than oil. 

B) Choose the correct option: 

1.   Buddhists offer their prayers in ________.    
        a)  gurudwara                  b) pagoda                 c) temple 

      2.  The name of city where I live is ________. 
              a) Jammu                         b) citychowk            c) Gandhinagar 
      3.  ________ is a man made light. 
              a) sunlight                       b) bulb                       c) wire 
      4.   A carpenter uses a ___________. 
              a)  saw                             b) axe                         c) hoe         
C) Who am I  ? 

1. I twinkle at night. I give you natural light. I am   __________ . 
2. I fit taps and pipes in your house. I use spanner and hammer. I 

am a ____________. 



3. I am an electronic gadget .You can play games, take pictures, 
make videos and my main function is to make and receive calls.    
I am a ____________. 

4. I am a place of worship. Parsis offer their prayers here. I am 
_____________. 

5. You need me to see things  around you . I am a 
_____________. 

D) Match the following: 

      1. doctor                                       very helpful          

      2. policeman                                electrician 

      3. natural light                             white coat 

      4. plier                                           moon        

      5. tools are                                    police station       

E) State true or false. 

     1. We see thermometer , medicines and syringes in a clinic.      (    ) 

     2. A policeman wears uniform at his workplace.                           (    ) 

     3. Steel wire is weaker than cotton thread.                                    (    ) 

     4. Hindus go to the  Temple to worship.                                         (    ) 

     5. You see people using gadgets in your surroundings                 (    ) 

F) Circle the odd one out . 

    1. stretcher , wheel chair, ice-cream , medicines 

    2. carpenter , plumber , chef , brother  

    3. zebra crossing , steep hill ahead , no parking , smart phone 

    4. stars , moon , refrigerator , sun  

G) Identify the picture- 

                                              
 

   ____________                     ______________                      _____________      


